An n-block is a sequence b, b,. b,, where b, E Z, for 1 < i < n, and an n-block map is a function from the set of n-blocks to the ring Z,. The n-block maps form the ring GF(2) {x,. x1,..., x, 1 xf = 1). The set of all block maps with the operations of addition and polynomial substitution form a near-ring. The general problem of searching non-linear block maps for factors with respect to polynomial substitution seems to be extremely complex. However, effective search procedures have been described for factors within certain sets of block maps which are non-linear but are linear in the first variable. In this paper we show that the smallest of these sets contains just over 85% of the block maps which are linear in the first variable. The largest of the sets, for which there is an additional step in the search procedure, contains over 99% of the block maps which are linear in the first variable. 'Cl 1987 Academic Press. Inc An n-block is a sequence b, b, ..*b,, where biEZ2 for 1 di<n, and an n-block map is a function from the set of n-blocks to the ring Z,. The n-block maps form the ring GF(2)[x,, x2,..., x, Ix: = l] (see [3, Sect. 191). Each block mapf generates an endomorphism f= of the shift dynamical system on the set of doubly infinite sequences on (0, 1 }. Then (fog),, = fuI~Sm9 where on the left the operation is polynomial substitution and on the right the operation is composition of endomorphisms [ 11. The set of all block maps with the operations of composition and addition forms a near-ring. Very little is known about the computational complexity of searching non-linear block maps for factors with respect to composition. Fortunately, in some cases special methods are available. In [S] I have described methods of searching for factors within certain sets of block maps which are non-linear but are linear in the first variable. At first sight it would appear that the conditions used to define these sets are fairly stringent, so one would not expect the sets to be large. However, in this article I show that the smallest of the sets contains just over 85% of the block maps which are linear in the first variable. The largest of the sets, for 263
which there is an additional step in the search procedure, contains over 99% of the block maps which are linear in the first variable.
The sets of block maps are defined in section 1. The notation is that of [4] and [S] . In Section 2, I adopt the method of writing block maps which Green and Dimond call the n-term presentation [2] . A product where lli = 1 if i = t, for some j, and The indexes 1,& . . .A, are ordered as . . . + 1,2'. The definition of the principal index o, w2 ' . . w, of a block map is given in Section 2. It is sufficient to say here that if o, = 1 then the principal index is the maximum of those indexes EL, 1, . . . L, in the rc-term presentation of a block map with A,, = 1.
In Section 2, for each index o i o2 . . . o,, I calculate the number of block maps for which this is the principal index. It follows from these calculations that the proportion of block maps for which the principal index ends in oj, = 1 is f(1 +2-')(1+2P3).~.(1+2'P3'7.
For n 3 4 this number exceeds 0.85. It is shown that this is the proportion of block maps to which the main search procedure described in [S] applies.
In Section 3, I show that the proportion of block maps to which the second search procedure described in [S] applies tends to the proportion of block maps whose principal index ends in o, = 1 or in o, ~ i w, = 10. Now the number of block maps whose principal index ends in 10 is a sixth of the number of block maps whose principal index ends in 1. Thus the second search procedure for factors of block maps which are linear in the first but not in all variables applies about 0.992 of the block maps which are linear in the first variable.
DEFINITIONS
For n 2 1, an n-block is a sequence b, 6, ... b,, where b,e (0, 1 } for l<i<n.
A block b,b,... b, may be denoted by the corresponding lower case letter in parentheses (b), or by the corresponding upper case letter B. The set of all n-blocks is denoted by a,, . If A = (a) = a, a,. 9 * a, E L@~ and B=(b)=blb,... b,ES?,,, then AB= (a)(b)Egm+,, is the block a,a,... a,b,b,'.
. b, obtained by concatenation of A and B. Concatenation of blocks is an associative binary operation. It will be convenient to have an identity with respect to this operation. To this end we introduce an additional element B, into the set of blocks, and define concatenation between B, and each block A E .%,,, n 2 1, by AB, = B,A = A. We also set B,B, = B,. The element B, will be called the O-block. Then LB0 = {B,}, and the sets of blocks 93 = lJ, > 0 GJ,,, with the operation of concatenation is a monoid. If n 2 1 and 1~ i < n then for each n-block B = b, b2.. . b,, the initial i-block of B is Bi = b, b, ... b;. The initial O-block of each block is the O-block B,.
An n-block map is a map 4: B,, + B1, n 3 0. The set of n-block maps is denoted by 9", and a block map is a member of the set 9 = U, > ,, Fn. An n-block map 4 E Sn, n > 1, is said to depend on the variable xi if there exist blocks a, a2.. . a,, and 6, b, ... b, such that aj = 6, (i.e., ai = hi + 1 where + denotes addition mod 2) while aj = b, for j # i, and &ala2 ... a,,) # d (b,b,.. . b,) . The right extent p(d) of a non-constant block map 4 is the maximum value of i such that 4 depends on the variable xi. If n = 0, or if n B 1 but 4 does not depend on any variable, then ~(4) = 0. The n-block maps with right extent n are of special interest. We set 9:,*={~~9Jp(~)=n} and 9*=lJ.30F*. Note that F$=&. Equivalence of block maps was introduced" in Section 1 of [ 11, though in the body of that article equivalence was treated informally in terms of equality. We define an equivalence relation -on 9 as follows. If 4 E Fm, rn 3 0, and $ E Fj, n > 0, then 4 -II/ provided d(B,) = Il/(B,) for every Nblock B where N= max(m, n). The equivalence class of a block map 4 will be denoted by l-41. the following lemma shows that block maps in F* can be taken as canonical representatives of equivalence classes of block maps. The maps Z,, E Sn, n > 1, are defined by Z,(x,, xa ,..., x,) =.Y,. Note that I, E 9 1 *. No confusion will be caused by writing I to represent any one of these maps. Similarly, for each n > 1, the constant map (x,, x2,..., x,) + 0 will be denoted by 0, and the constant map (x, , x2,..., x,) -+ 1 will be denoted by 1.
If 4~9" then Tc$E~$+, is defined by T&OB) = T& 1B) = d(B). Also Qi~ E FU _ i and Riq5 E Fn _ i, 1 d i < n, are defined by Qid(B) = &OiP 'OB) + d(O'-'1B) and R&B) = qS(OiB). H ere 0' stands for a block of zeros of length i. The set 9'; is the set of block maps f such that Q, f= 1, i.e., f= Z + TR, J:
The set 9 of linear block maps is the set of block maps f such that Qif E Z, for all i. A block map is linear in the first r -1 variables if and only if Qid E Z, whenever 1~ id r -1. If C$ is linear in the first r -1 but not the first r variables then $h=a,z+... The set 9P\6p of this paper is the set PP of [S] . It is shown in [S] that PP c PC c L??,:, and that these inclusions are proper. The main object of the next section is to calculate the ratio of the number of block maps in 9$ to the number of block maps in 9,. Now iffe L$ thenf= Z+ TR, f= Z+ T& say. Thus the required ratio is the same as the ratio of the number of block maps in the set { CJ ]p(~#) = p(P$)} to the total number of block maps. It may be that for some purposes the precise ratio that is required is that between the number of block maps in the set bw~)=PmH nF:,*\Y and the number of block maps in the set S,*\Y.
However, I shall calculate the ratio of the number of block maps in the set { 4 ]p(~$) = p(P#)} n 5$ to the number of block maps in PH. Since there are 22' block maps in & of which 22'-' are not in 9: and 2" are linear, these ratios will not differ appreciably from each other for large values of n.
ENUMERATION OF YQ
In this section block maps will be written in the form which Green and Dimond call the n-term presentation [2] . For (A)=A,A,~~~&,E~Y~, nZ 1, set n _ =x;ix;2...x. 0.1 9, where x7 is defined to be 1, and of is xi. Then rcCj.) E Fn. In this context the block (A) is called the index of the n-term 7t(j,). If (PL)=PL,112...Pm with man then rctj., -r~,~,) if and only if pi= Ai, 1~ i 6 n, and pj = 0, n + 1 < i < m. Define the ordinal of an index to be ord(l, A, . ..~.)=1,2"~'+~,2"-'+...+1,2', and set (i,A2...An)< (PIP2 ... ZL") if and only if ord(A,A, ... A,) < ord (p,p2 ... .u(,) . Each subset @ c 34,, gives rise to a block map 4 = CCj.,cG r~,~.) E Fn, and each block map can be represented in this way. Note that for the block map 4 which takes the constant value 1, the subset @ is the singleton set { (00 ... 0)} c a,,, while for the block map C$ which takes the constant value 0 the subset @ is the empty set. The definition of the quotient operator leads to the following interpretation for quotients of n-terms. In this section it will be convenient to consider the index of the principal product of a block map q5 and to call this the principal index of ~5. Suppose that the principal product of q5 E FH is x,~,x,~~ .. For a block map q5 to have a given principal index (0) certain rc-terms are permitted in 4 and certain rc-terms are not permitted in 4. Let N((o)) denote the number of n-terms, other than rc,,,, which are permitted in a block map with principal index (w). Then the number of such block maps is 2N'('")'. In the next two lemmas we look at the number N+((o)) of those permitted rc-terms with index greater than (0) and the number N-((w)) of those permitted n-terms with index less than (0). These lead to a formula for N((w)) when (w) is the index of a product of order 1 and a recurrence relation for N((w)) when (0) is the index of a product of order greater than 1. From these a formula for N((w)) is obtained. It follows that
Although N((w)) is a rather complicated function of ord(o), the major complications are due to the intrusion of the indexes with ordinal 2k, 1 d k d n. Now each of these values of k determines a subset .%?", of indexes (0) such that 0,-k = 1 while w,=O if n-k < idn. Note that these indexes correspond to rc-terms rc(,) in 9" which are equivalent to n-terms in 9* n-k.
For each of these subsets we shall now find the total number of block maps whose principal index is in the subset. Let M(n, k) = Z2"'((W') where the sum is taken over the indexes (CD) in @,,k. By Proposition 2.7(i), M(n, n -1) = 2. The following proposition gives formulae for M(n, k) when k<n-1.
2.9. PROPOSITION. Suppose 0 6 k < n -1. The number of block maps in RR whose principal index (0) 
Proof The first possible principal index which satisfies the conditions is On-k-'lOk. By Proposition 2.7(i), N(O"-kp'lOk) = n -k. Thus there are 2"-k block maps in Fn with this principal index. The next possible principal index is On-k-2120k, and this is the only possible principal index with 2k+'<ord(w)<2 k + 2. By Proposition 2.7(ii),
Thus the number of block maps in Fn whose principal index (0) is in Bfl.k and has ord(w) < 2k+2 is yk(l +22-I).
Proposition 2.7(iii) now leads to an inductive proof of the proposition.
We are interested in ratios of numbers of block maps, and so set
Note that
Thus since there are two constant block maps
Hence for n z 5, R(n, 0) lies between 0.85036745 and 0.85036761 while R(n, 1) is approximately 0.14173. Thus if n z 5 more than 99 % of the block maps in Fn have principal products which are equivalent to products in S,* or 9:X-,, and if we include those equivalent to products in F*np 2 more than 99.99% are obtained. Since the number of block maps f=I+T# in YQ',nSR+r is the number M(n, 0) of block maps 4 in Fn with principal product in F,$ we have proved the following theorem.
2.10 THEOREM.
The number of block maps in PP n Pm + , is
2"(1+2)(1+23)...(1+22'~l-1).
The ratio of the number of block maps in gP n & + , to the number of block maps in 9, nFn+, is
For n 2 5 this ratio is approximately 0.85037.
SOME CALCULATIONS FOR Y0 AND $
The set PP has proved to be relatively easy to study. It was introduced in [4] , and the first results on factorization of non-linear block maps were for maps in PP. Since maps in PO cannot be linear in the last as well as the first variable they cannot represent non-singular feedback shift registers. The set PV was introduced in [S] to overcome this drawback. The set P0 is intermediate between PP and 9". The factorization procedure described in [S] for block maps in PP is valid also for block maps in YO. An additional step, involving a search for linear left factors of a block map, is involved in the factorization procedure for block maps in P,,. The calculations of this section show that PU contains essentially the same proportion of block maps as does PP',, while q, contains more than 99% of the block maps which are linear in the first variable.
The definition of YD is motivated in [S] by a condition on the spans of the products which occur in a block map. The span of a rc-term is cr(~,j,,)=max(i-j+ 1 iAi=l,,= 1).
It will be convenient to set ~( (2) We shall now show that as IZ tends to infinity the proportion of those block maps which are in p0 n gn+ ' but are not in Yp tends to zero. The following notation will be used. Let M'(n, k) = C 2""'w" where the sum is taken over all those indexes (0) in @,k such that ord(w)> 3.2"p2. Let M,(n, k) denote the number of block maps I+ Tq4 in p0 n S$ + , such that the principal index (0) of 4 is in E8,,k, and let Mk(n, k) denote the number of these block maps with ord(o) > 3.2"p2. Let M,,(n, k) and M{,(n, k) be the corresponding numbers of block maps in p,, n Tfl+, . Finally, let M(n; i ,..., j) = ciZi M(n, k), with similar definitions for M', M,, Mb, M,,, and ML. Note that M,(n; O,..., n -1) is the number of block maps in %nFn+,, while M,(n; I,..., n -1) is the number of block maps in %n%, which are not in S$.
Proof (i) There is only one index in 53,,,,-, and it has ordinal 2" ~ '. Thus M'(n, n -1) = 0.
(ii) There are two indexes in S8,,np2, with ordinals 2"-' and 2"-' + 2" ~ '. Thus by Proposition 2.7, M'(n, n -2) = 2222'-' ~ ', while M(n, n -2) = 22( 1 + 22"-' -1).
(iii) By Proposition 2.9, From the proof of that proposition the number of these block maps with principal index (w) such that ord(w) < 2"p2 is +22--i) so long as k + 1 <n -3. The number of these block maps with 2"-2 < ord(w) < 2"-' is as n tends to infinity.
Finally, we turn to the set 9" and show that it contains more than 99% of all maps in YI. Since PP c PVp,, PV contains all those block maps I+ TI++E~~+, such that the principal index (0) of 4 has o,, = 1. The condition for a block map I+ T# to be in 9" takes a particularly simple form if the principal index (0) of q4 is in gn,, , and this enables one to prove that all such block maps are in 9".
In [S] the definition of YV is preceded by the following observation. The idea of the condition on a block map I+ TV, where 4 has principal vector r,, r*,..., rmr used to define P,, is that for each i the greatest span of a product in Qr,-1 . . ' Q,, R, f is obtained as the span of a product in Now Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, together with the definition of the span of a n-term, lead to the following characterization of $,. Suppose that 4=C(i)s@ 71(1) has principal product . Then I+ Tq5 is in 9" if and only if for all j > 1, Mi > M;. Using this notation we prove the following proposition.
3.6. PROPOSITION. M,(n, 1) = M(n, 1).
Proof. Clearly MJ< n -sj. Suppose there exists j such that M, < MI. Then Mj < n -sj -1. But the conditions of the proposition ensure that Mj is either n -sj + 1 or n -s,. The contradiction proves the proposition. Now we can prove that a result analogous to Lemma 3.3 is valid for maps in gVnFn+,.
